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A New Era
The second part of our trilogy. Only now, it’s real. This 37th edition
marks the end of an era, with which we will embark on a new frontier
and rise above ourselves.
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‘‘Success is a journey,
not a destination.’’

This year is all about reinventing the UNiD,
re-imagining what our magazine could be. We
discovered that you must go on adventures to
find out where you belong. Because remember,
success is a journey, not a destination. We are
finding our way because there is only one way
to go: up. What is more fitting than ‘Arise’ for
this issue’s title? Following our trilogy, this
stage of living a lucid dream implies that we
are aware of dreaming. It brought us to the
theme of this edition: overcoming struggles,
handling critique. Being aware of bumps in
the way and seeing them as stepping stones
instead. It is a vital part of life, especially as a
designer.
Introducing sections
For the first time ever in our magazine, we
divided our articles into three sections: Career,
Education and Leisure. These thank their
origin to Lucid, our study association, which
successfully applies them in its everyday
practice. The reason why we adopted this, is to
create a close connection to the events at our
faculty and what we write about. They became
the pillars of our existence, keeping the UNiD
upward.
We understand now that our readers consist
of many different personalities and no one is
the same. That is why we made sure to create
equal attention to all three sections. Articles
are put in their respective section and include
some old favourites, but we also launch a
variety of new ones. We hope you can find
what you are looking for, plus a lot more.
Stay in the know for our trilogy to unfold.
Alain van de Ven
Chief Editor
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Sitting on Strijp-S, enjoying the sun on a
February afternoon, we find ourselves discussing
design with Meike Fleskens. For the past five
years, beginning in the start-up phase, she has
been working at Manus VR. The Eindhoven based
company focuses around gloves for virtual
reality applications, bringing your hands into the
virtual space.
After an initial decision for a study Fashion
Design at ArtEZ, she found the focus too heavily
on the aesthetic aspect of design. Moving
on to travelling, followed by a study Concept
Development and Imaging, this led to an
internship focusing on wearables, textiles, and
trends. Ending up working with TextielMuseum
in Tilburg, things started getting in motion. This
also brings us to our first topic of discussion:

How do you see design as a job?
“Right now, I have two jobs.
Both revolve around design,
though they are very different.
At Manus, the main focus is on
finding solutions and bringing
those into the product - all
while still considering the
aesthetical aspect of what
you are doing. Functionality
and comfort are what you’re
working towards. Because
you’re working in a team,
you rarely make decisions
completely on your own. It is
about reaching those solutions
together. In my own company,
I mostly work on concept
development. This puts the
emphasis on the aesthetic
value and the story behind it.
While they differ, there is
also an overlap with both
jobs. Most of that lies in
tactility. This is always a very
important factor in design to
me. It is about the feeling it
brings people, about enabling
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them to do something. At
Manus, our products enable
people to use their hands in
virtual reality, to increase
their personal identity
through technology. This is
what happens in my concepts
as well. Though in a totally
different way, it is always
about letting people augment
part of their identity.
It might not feel like
producing a glove carries that
same story, but looking at
the totality the focus does lie
in providing users with the
opportunity to intuitively use
their hands in virtual reality.”
Different fields of technology
and design have been developing
exponentially over the past years.
The field of wearable technology is
one of these. How do you view this
development?
“It has definitely changed the
past year and is definitely
still changing. Even when
only looking at the availability
of materials, it is very clear
how strongly the field has
been changing. There’s much
more demand, in line with the
growing interest in the field.
This growth can keep going
for quite a bit, though there is
also the risk of hitting a wall.

Right now, a lot of the work
being done in wearable
technology is still pioneering.
The need for balance between
technology and durability,
however, is becoming
increasingly clear. Especially
considering wearables,
products need to withstand
a certain type of wear and
usage. The technology also
needs to match up with this. It
is not possible to treat a piece
of wearable technology in the
same way as a regular piece
of clothing. There’s a point
where you can keep adding
on technology, but while this
might add functions, it also
puts that aspect of durability
out of balance.
It’s important to keep pushing
boundaries. Whether this is
personally, or socially, it is
about actively discovering
and researching. That
boundary can be pushed in
any direction, the focus is on
moving it.
At the beginning at Manus,
there was nothing but a
gardening glove with a PCB
glued on. This was version
A of the product. Version B
and C followed, the latter
of which actually went out
to customers. Right now,

version D is being produced
and sold, but new additions
are still being made to it. In
the process, you run into new
opportunities and chances.
They might be for the product
itself, they might be on a more
personal level. The constant
focus on the future, and not
getting short-sighted, are on
the forefront of importance.“
Lastly, if you could give one piece
of advice to design students, what
would it be?
“Networking. It’s important
to find a balance between
investing time and knowledge,
and what it brings you. Dare
to take a chance, but do keep
sight on that balance. For
every opportunity, you can
consider the three F’s: Fun,
Future, and Finance. Score all
three factors between zero and
three. If the total is at least
six, it is worth it. Consider
a project that doesn’t bring
you anything financially for
example. For this to be worth
your investment of time
and knowledge, it has to be
both something you really
enjoy, and something that
helps you further. By taking
chances, you’re extending
your network, and shaping
opportunities.”
text emily van leemput
media bart bolluijt
graphics rosalie oomen
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What to do with it?
Your dummy can create overview in chaos:
you can use it for to do-lists or assignments.
It can simply be for inspiration: collect photos,
stickers, drawings, ideas for your projects or
in general.
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Which one to get?

It can serve as a way to organize and keep
track of the progress of your project, for
example: every week, write a short piece
on your activities, received feedback, an
evaluation and your future steps.
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Lucid shop - has both one with plain pages as a
writers pad.
Moleskine - expensive but worth it.
Flying tiger - for only 3 euros. Has white pages
instead of creme.
Leuchtturm - has plain notebooks, ruled
notebooks and bullet journals.
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The
Singularity

CULT
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Nobody knows what will happen once computers will have greater
intelligence than humans; when AI will start improving itself at an
exponential, for us unimaginable rate. This uncertainty is also known as
the Technological Singularity, and while we are uncertain, creativity takes
over to fill in the gaps of understood reality. As many theories predicting
the future emerge, it is important to stay aware of how our everyday
beliefs impact the future to come.
Computer science is a field
that leads innovation. Every
few years there has been the
next big thing - big data, cloud,
and now artificial intelligence.
This trend highlights a basic
human need- to understand
big and complex issues
better. This time, a datadriven desire to analyse and
predict emerges and plays
into what is called Dataism,
a belief that the universe
is made up of data flows
and that the whole human
history can be described as
an effort to improve these
‘flows’ of information. Each
of us, individually processes
data in our brains, and then
communicate and contribute
to the society, where that data
is processed by others. The
need for improving the flow
of information can be seen
everywhere - open source
communities, platforms
like Slack or Canvas and
university magazines.

Today’s computers
Because humans are
imperfect - they forget, need
to sleep and relax - they
have created computers as
an efficient way to process
data for them, improving the
information flow. Currently,
an algorithm works in a very
narrow focus- it can be taught
to do one specific thing, for
example, generate images in
thispersondoesnotexist.com
or thiscatdoesnotexist.com.
Also, algorithms need very
specific data to teach itself to
do that one specific task. If I
wanted to train an algorithm
to recognize the age of a
face or how it ages, I would
need a lot of pictures for the
algorithm to learn from. One
place I could look for data is
the ‘10 year challenge’ meme
from a few months ago, where
people posted pictures of their
current selves next to pictures
of themselves from 10 years
ago. By putting the pictures in

“As humans are the link connecting the
physical and digital worlds, we are the
richest data sources for most of the new
technologies.”

a template - 10 years ago on
the left and current picture on
the right, users themselves
filter through the data that
I might want. This is an
example of how a society can
be nudged to slightly favour
data collection. As humans
are the link connecting the
physical and digital worlds
(and the information flows
within them), we are the
richest data sources for most
of the new technologies.
The future of Artificial Intelligence
Processing data with a narrow
focus (as mentioned before),
is what is known as Weak AI.
On the other hand, a Strong
AI is a hypothetical machine
that learns throughout many
different contexts and is able
to apply its intelligence to
any problem. A Weak AI that
is able to write human-like
text can be used as a writing
assistant, improve translation
and speech recognition.
However, it can also be used
to generate misleading news
articles, impersonate others
online and automate fake
news or spam. Considering
the effects of a single Weak
AI, it is pretty hard to imagine
where a Strong AI might be
applied and the effects that it
will have.
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“At this point, with
the little bit of freewill we have left,
we all individually
choose which reality
we live in and which
fictions we believe
in.”
Technologists say that not
only is it hard for us to
imagine the future of AI
right now, but it won’t even
be understandable for us
while it’s happening. Once
a machine, that has greater
engineering capabilities than
humans is created, it will
continuously improve itself,
each time increasing the
speed at which it improves.
Once that machine is applied
to solve problems, it will
change everything around it,
changing the way we have
been living ‘unintelligently’.
Reacting to the future
The European Union has
responded to this development
with ELLIS (European Lab
for Learning and Intelligent
Systems), an agency started
in early 2019, that aims at
accelerating AI development
in Europe. They claim that
Europe has been left behind
in this ‘technological and
societal AI revolution’. While
their website is vague and
does not say what it will
actually do, it shows where the
EU will direct its money flow
and what is coming up.
The internet, however, has
responded differently. The

singularity community on
Reddit cannot wait till the
moment we figure out what
intelligence is, solve it, and
then apply it to solve literally
everything else. What that
means is up to you, but the
message is clear- “This
movement does not believe in
God- but that simply man is
a bridge and not an end- that
instead, we can become the
Gods themselves. The human
future(s) are infinite”. This

pretentious text has seemingly
influenced the way people talk
and discuss the Singularity.
Mattstanton94 writes “Omg
none of my friends have a
clue what the singularity
is - literally everyone I know
who knows about it knows
about it because of me -.-”.
Dewbiestep responds “Does
it even really matter? You’ll
be more prepared when the
time comes. Most ppl are just
ignorant to those out-of-the-
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thinking does not fit reality
:P You need to remember the
average Joe still has no idea
about the singularity, let alone
how fast it is approaching.”

box topics, and it’s not worth
the effort to drill it into their
heads”.
The same outlook carries
over to more specific
discussion topics. In one
instance, Jayshree Pandya
points out in an article that
Singularity, described as
a ‘technological tsunami’,
will have no evolutionary
motivation to be friendly to
humans and promote our

survival other their own.
Bibliophile785 responds: “That
article was shockingly light
on detail and seemed to lack
any actual premise beyond,
‘the singularity appears to
be coming at some point’.”
TotalMegaCool responds:
“Thats what happens when
a concept starts to go
mainstream. Something that
will happen as we get closer
to the singularity and its
easier to see our linear way of

Sadly, TotalMegaCool did not
include a step by step guide
on how to become more
than average Joe. Either
way, the Singularity is not
approaching as fast as he
or she says, however, the
political landscape, ideas and
beliefs surrounding it are
already forming. At a time of
uncertainty, our brains fill in
the gaps with imagination
and the ideas inside our heads
shape the world out there
(the way technology develops
and where it is applied). Erik
Olin Wright points out in
Envisioning Real Utopias,
“the actual limits of what is
achievable depend in part on
the beliefs people hold about
what sorts of alternatives are
viable”. Beliefs that people
hold about the limits of our
society affect what is possible
in it. Whether you want people
to build a pyramid, believe in
Jesus or buy a stock, stories
are how you program people
and cultures. Yuval Noah
Harari writes in his books
that our ability to share and
collectively believe in fictional
stories is what made us the
dominant species on the
planet.
At this point, with the little bit
of free-will we have left, we
all individually choose which
reality we live in and which
fictions we believe in.

text linas gabrielaitis
media armando rodriguez perez
graphics elsa van dam
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Your future as
PhD’er?

Karin Niemantsverdriet

Karin Niemantsverdriet, a cheerful
PhD graduate has agreed to answer
our questions about her PhD and
the career that comes after. She
did her Bachelors, Masters and
PhD on interactions in shared
systems in our faculty and can
teach us about the academic side
of Industrial Design.
A PhD sets you up for a research-oriented
career path. It starts from: there is something
there that we should learn more about. The
whole point of a PhD is that you really dig
into it for 4 years, focusing on research
outcomes and personal development, instead
of deliverables and profit.
What lead you towards a PhD?
During my Masters, while my projects were on
many different topics, I was gradually moving
towards a research approach. I remember
there was a vacancy online for a topic that
really aligned with my graduation project and
I decided to apply. Although I didn’t get that
position, that’s when I realized that a PhD
might be something for me. Some professors
knew about my interest in doing a PhD, and
reached out when a position became available.
I had a chat with them, and while the topic
was totally new to me, I matched well with the
people and thought I could get into it for the
next 4 years.
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What did you learn during your PhD?
During my graduation, I felt as if I was only
just introduced to research, and then my
learning suddenly stopped. A PhD prepares
you for research oriented jobs and gives you a
specialization in research skills. I don’t know
where else you can get these skills- you have
a safe environment and a lot of freedom to try
out things and find your own path. I learned
about research methodology, research mindset,
things like biases, setting up experiments and
the considerations you have to do. And, of
course, you will learn a lot about the topics you
will be working on.

“You have a safe environment and
a lot of freedom to try out things
n fin o own t

Besides, you can join any interesting master
courses from any department. You get to go
to conferences, which are really exciting. You
are there, in a room with 300 people that are
all interested in the same topic. Everybody
shares their work with each other, having
great conversations. You get to travel and are
introduced to international communities.
Is there anything else you want students to know about
doing a PhD?
Because 4 year is a long time, it’s important
that you are able to stay interested and
motivated till the end. Writing is a big part as
well, you have to see it as almost a craft itself,
where you are interested in making it better
and better. So you need to like thinking and
writing, making sense of things and putting
them into a story.
To decide whether you want to do a PhD, it
helps if you have experience with writing
a paper, if you get the chance, for example,
during your research semesters. Publishing
something gives you a first idea if you would
like a PhD and the small things that come with
it.
Finally, if you do want a PhD, it’s important
to tell as many people in the department as
possible. There has to be funding and there
aren’t a lot of openings- staff members have
to get a big project approved and then usually
they need people to start soon. If they already
know you are interested, they will think of you
at that moment. That’s what got me a PhD.
text linas gabrielaitis
media bart bolluijt
graphics anne jenster
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THE DYNAMIC PERSPECTIVE IN ULTRASOUND

USONO

What began as a project as part of his Biomedical Engineering Master’s
program, is now a growing company based on the High Tech Campus
Eindhoven, named Usono. With the collaboration between Benjamin Tchang
and the Industrial Design students Victor Donker and Jori Verbeek, the
master project became one of the most promising startups in the Brainport
region.
The assembly
It started out with Benjamin, who came to the
challenge how to design a probe that sticks an
ultrasound onto a moving body part. For help
he went to Victor, who contacted Jori as well,
to help develop a portable ultrasound. At first
the trio did it as a side project, but after a period
of time they decided to work on it fulltime and
participated in the HighTechXL program. This
acceleration program is specialized to support
hardware startups to go from prototype to
market, in 3 months. During these months the

trio set up their company Usono, to eventually
grow to the successful award-winning Usono
today.
The key factors behind the award
When looking back, Jori describes the
undertaking as a step-by-step process. “You
begin with an idea and find people that want
to work on it and believe in the idea.” In order
for this idea to become successful, you have to
invest a lot of time and money on it. The key
factors in this process, according to Jori, are
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short term goals and realistic
expectations. “You can’t expect
an idea to become successful
from day to day.” Another key
factor in the start-up process
is user testing with the end
user, as soon as possible. To
get the best and most realistic
results, user testing should be
done intensively. Ask users
what they really think and
also include the price of your
product in the testing. People
are way more critical about
your product when money
is involved, then the real
feedback comes up.

We ease, improve and innovate
the use of ultrasound.
Tips for your way to success
A lot ID-students seem to
be struggling with figuring
out what to do after their
bachelor’s degree. To help
them out a little bit, Jori gave
the following tips:
Try to figure out what kind
of a professional environment
you would like to work in after
your studies.
Try to narrow down the
sector you would like to work

in. What kind of products does
this sector fabricate? What is
their way of working?
Think about how you would
like to work, in what way?
Where do you visualize
yourself working and
contributing after you finished
your studies?
The most important thing with
these tips is to follow your
heart and when something
comes up on your way, take
the opportunity.
And the future?
Usono currently develops
two products. Profix, a highquality ultrasound probe
fixer and Profix Dynamic,
a high quality ultrasound
probe fixer for measurements
during dynamic exercise. It
is available in 12 countries
and Usono hopes to help as
many people possible within
ultrasound. Furthermore, the
company strives to develop
new applications for profix
both in the medical field as
well as in the research field.

text mirthe visscher
media yvonne bruin
graphics renate voss
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FROM MATH TO

MATERIAL
Draw a line. Another one. Extrude. Chamfer. Load it up. Get some food.
By the time you are done eating, the 3D printer is also done. You are now
holding a physical expression of your own creativity. For this deep dive
in 3D drawing software, we talked to Orlando Sardaro, the founder of
Design8. They provide 3D drawing software specifically for designers.
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Sardaro studied Industrial Design Engineering
in Delft and started Design8 a few years
after that. He noted that a lot of the software
available at that point in 2005 was too
focused on technical drawings: very exact
and mathematical correct designs that were
the standard at that time, but these designs
are very laborious to make. Instead, Design8
focuses on drawing software, that ‘doesn’t
interfere with your creativity’. Now they
are one of the largest distributors of design
software, who also offer training and support
for almost all their packages.
Since the start of Design8, there has been a
big transition from 2D drawing to direct 3D
drawing of designs. While that may not be as
direct as handling the
physical shape, it is
already much better
than just seeing the
model from three
different perspectives
as it used to be. Sardaro
has also been amazed by the incredible leap
that rendering software has made in the past
decades. Where he had to let the computer run
during the night and check the result in the
morning in his earlier years, now these images
are generated nearly in real time. This has a
profound impact on the workflow of designers,
Sardaro said, as previously you would do your
render completely at the end of the project.
Now rendering is so integrated into the
pipeline of creating a drawing that you don’t
even need to consider it as having distinct
requirements.

When asked about 3D printing and the effect
it had on his industry, he said he was actually
a bit disappointed. The promised 3D printing
revolution has not yet happened. Although
printers are much more ubiquitous, the skills
that are involved with making a proper printed
part for example still fall outside talents of
most people.
However, one of the developments Sardaro
was looking forward to the most, was the
integration of VR in 3D modelling. Although
still in nascent stages, there are many
possibilities for this technology, including
making it much easier to manipulate a 3D
form. This might bridge the gap between
human skills and
machine capabilities
and truly herald
the introduction of
simpler, more local
manufacturing of small
shapes and forms.
He also saw the continued development of
rendering as very interesting. In the coming
years, rendering will become so integrated
into the pipeline of creating a drawing that it
has become just another perspective for your
model during its creation.

For product design, 3D modelling
has never been more important
than it is now.

For product design, 3D modelling has never
been more important than it is now. And its
gravity will only increase for every designer
that makes something physical. Sardaro and
his team are standing at the ready.

text derek van der ploeg
media raquel kuperus
graphics alain van de ven
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Education

Introducing Team
CASA
A group of students, at this university, are
designing, engineering and building a pioneering
concept house for social housing in the
Netherlands.
Let me introduce you to
Team CASA, we are an
interdisciplinary and
international team with
27 members representing
9 nationalities across 8
faculties. We recently finished
the final structural drawings
and electrical schematics for
the design of the Netherlands’
most sustainable social home.
Building permits have been
granted by the municipality
of Helmond, where our first
house will be built, in the
smartest neighbourhood in the
Netherlands. We have also just
sold our first house to a social
housing corporation called
WoonBedrijf, even before the
first hole in the ground has
been dug.
Vision
Our goal is to revolutionise
the construction industry in
the Netherlands by working
to accelerate the energy
transition in a very traditional
industry. The practice of
building houses has remained
very constant for many years
and it is a difficult industry
to change, however, it is the
source of 40% of all waste
produced, each year, in the
Netherlands. We want to

develop and normalise circular
construction using renewable
and recyclable materials.
Building a house currently
takes a long time, this
causes disruption within the
neighbourhood, disturbance to
the environment and creates
a shortage of manpower in
the industry. We are aiming
to build one house within 24
hours.
Concept
No concrete will be used
in the home and we do not
use any form of glue, so the
house will be completely
demountable in the future.
Below the house will be a 104
m² Seasonal Thermal Energy
Storage water tank, which will
be heated by the solar energy
collected in the summer to be
used by inhabitants during
the winter. This also acts as
the foundation of the house,
from this, a steel structure,
which forms the skeleton
which everything in the house
is extended from. Therefore,
the outer facades and inner
walls can be completely
interchangeable and moved,
as they don’t hold any weight
of the house. Renovation and
personalisation of the home

for the user are easy with
this house. All the appliances
and sustainable gadgets
for the house are stored
within the central core of the
steel structure, this makes
them easily accessible for
maintenance and makes the
house easier to build.
Future
In the coming months, the
team will be preparing for
the building of the house in
Helmond. We are currently
busy ordering parts from
our numerous partners
and sponsors. There is an
extremely large amount of
organising and logistics to be
done when you are building a
house. There will be a grand
event, at the building site,
when the final parts of the
house are being assembled
and put together. It will be
a very exciting time for the
team, university and the
construction market, a group
of students will have proved
that it is possible to build
a circular, sustainable and
affordable home. We hope
that it will begin a revolution
within the housing sector.
text eilis kinsella
graphics doortje markovic
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Waves

Finding an internship in a field that you are extremely passionate about
is not always easy, and even after you found it, it may not turn out as you
wished. Sander van Eck, a bachelor student, just returned to the faculty from
his internship in Northern Ireland. Sander is very passionate about surfing
and this transfers to his professional dream of developing innovative and
sustainable product-manufacturing techniques for the surfing industry.
Before he completed his internship for Skunkworks Surfing company last
semester they went out of business, Sander explains his experiences
within the company and how he turned it all into a learning adventure.
“I knew that I wanted to work in sustainable
products, but what I wanted to do was very
specific and that made it very difficult to
find an internship. In general, it was very
difficult to get in contact with the main surfing
companies, so, I knew I needed to ask someone
with experience in the surf industry, that I
knew, to ask whether they knew a suitable
company and could get a foot in for me
anywhere.” Sander reached out to someone
he knew, running a surf camp in Portugal and
asked “if he knew anybody who was involved
with designing sustainable products for the
surf industry and might have an opportunity
for me. He suggested SkunkWorks surf
company in Northern Ireland. “
“I could tell straight away that they were likeminded people and interested in the same
things as me such as sustainability, recycling
and developing innovative technology for
surfboards, they were focussing product
development a lot. I had a skype meeting
where I showed them some of my skills such
as in CAD modelling and we discussed what I
needed, in order to get a valuable internship.
I had travelled a lot for surfing already, but I
was very excited to live abroad for a semester.
The work I did was a lot of market research,
product and business development, as well as,

production. Of course, I loved to surf over there.
Sometimes, when the weather was perfect,
I would be at work, looking out the window
and anxiously waiting in the office to finish
working and go surfing.”
“Unfortunately, the company began to realise
that it needed to go out of business due to
bigger companies flooding the market with
cheap boards. SkunkWorks had a better, more
sustainable products and were becoming
zero-waste, that is what disappointed me most
about the collapse. The company had way more
to give and the customers were there to accept
it, the competition was just too strong for such
a small company. I think that if a start-up has a
more sustainable solution, the industry should
work with them and not try and push them
out.”
“Through all of this, I had to be flexible in
the work that I did and make sure that it was
valuable for myself. I decided I needed my own
project to be working on so that I could keep
learning as the business work became less.
I continued this project after the company
collapsed. I got to learn a lot by how they
handled the issue. In such a short time, I got
to experience and understand so much about
what small companies can go through.”

text eilis kinsella
media ramon schollaardt
graphics iris camps
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seemingly
connected
Ever since humans
started living together,
they’ve had some sort
of communication.
Minimal gestures
and sounds turned
into speech, which
eventually turned
into writing. Within
a few decades, our
communication has
improved on every
possible level. Modern
communication
relies to a great
extent on distance
communication. We’re
always connected with
the rest of the world.
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Distance communication
started with the first
telephone, invented during
the 1870s. Alexander
Graham Bell and Elisha Gray
independently designed a
device to transmit sounds
through an electric cable.
In the upcoming years, the
telephone improved quickly.
Within 80 years, telephones
went from manually operated
sound transmitting systems,
to automatic dialling systems,
to part of a commercial
mobile phone service on radio
waves. In the late ‘40s the
transistor was invented by
Bell Laboratories and a little
bit more than a decade later
the world’s first international
communications satellite was
launched. Around this time
people started calling more
and more. The typical image
of the ‘60s housewife who’s
calling her friends all day
started to become reality. In
the early ‘80s the first ever
portable mobile phone came
into the picture. This changed
communication drastically.
You could call whoever you
wanted at any time at any
place.

Minimal gestures and sounds turned into
speech, which eventually turned into writing.

Around the same time,
internet came into the picture.
People have been working
on it for many years, but in
the early nineties people
actually began using it. The
World Wide Web was formed,
web browsers emerged, and
email became prevalent.In the
nineties and zeros, the mobile
phone evolved quickly. Many
functions, such as SMS, games
and a camera were added. In
the late nineties, email and
internet also became part of
mobile phones. The looks were
getting sleeker and in 2007
the first smartphone with a
touchscreen was introduced
by LG. Apple soon followed
with their iPhone. From then
on, we are very much aware of
all the improvements mobile
phones have made. They
became central in our lives
and nowadays we can hardly
imagine life without them.
The power of our smartphones
is their accessibility to
modern social media. We
communicate and share our
lives on the insanely popular
Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp,
Instagram and Snapchat,
which emerged between
2006 and 2011. With our
phone in our pocket, we have
the possibility to always be
connected.
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There is nothing wrong with sharing
your opinion and talking with like- and
different-minded people.
Social media has created a
world in which everyone and
everything seems improbable
perfect. Everybody tries to
show the rest of the world
how beautiful, perfect and
interesting their lives are.
Nobody sees where that
one picture that went viral
was taken, in a questionable
alley to create the perfect
background for example. Or
how many hours it took to edit
the seemingly clear skin. Or
that the picture was uploaded
while sitting on the bed in
pyjamas while crying.
We try to keep our feet on the
ground, but while our lives are
in the cloud, our minds lose
touch with reality. Together
we have created an unrealistic
image of how our lives should
be, and while trying to pursue
this image we lose our real
identity. We want the most
beautiful body, the biggest
house or the most expensive
shoes when none of these
things will make us feel whole.
Only being genuine and letting
ourselves feel, will. We have
learned to stop showing the
people around us how we
really feel. By flattening our
emotions on the outside, the
emotions and thoughts on the
inside about ourselves and
others reach far extremes.
When we try to contain our
emotions, our ability to see
perspective fades and this
may cause depression.

Social media can connect
people, but the humanity of
real interaction has been
taken away from us without
us realizing it. We think we
feel closer to the ones who are
not with us at that moment
by using social media. In
reality, a barrier of confusion,
miscommunication and
emptiness may have been
created that could last, even
when we see each other
face-to-face since some
emotions cannot be caught
with words. We all want
a good relationship with
our loved ones, but almost
nobody is prepared to pay the
price. In order to have a good
relationship, real-life, physical
and emotional interaction is
necessary and social media
have made it harder for us
to get to a higher level of
understanding.
Another problem created
by social media is a lack of
responsibility. Many people
share whatever they like
on the internet, without
taking responsibility for the
consequences. Unfounded
opinions are thrown in the air
without thinking through. We
directly switch from thought
to action simply because
sharing your opinion isn’t
complex. There is nothing
wrong with sharing your
opinion and talking with
like- and different-minded
people. The problem is the
carelessness with which

people do this. The effect
of this lazy, superficial way
of sharing our opinions, is
polarization. Groups with
different opinions start
screaming at each other and
stop listening. Politics have
been affected by this too.
There seems to be no room for
the arguments of the opposite
side and populism has grown
popularity, because of its
quick and easy to understand
declarations. People are
turning more and more
against each other and hope

We try to keep our
feet on the ground,
but while our lives
are in the cloud, our
minds lose touch with
reality.
for compromise, empathy and
nuance is rapidly fading.
These problems are receiving
more and more attention
from many people all over
the world. Due to social
media - how ironic, I know
- new trends are quickly
arising and spreading. It
is no longer uncommon to
bury your smartphone in
the bottom drawer of your
closet and switch to an old-
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fashioned model. People
take an Instagram break or
delete Snapchat. High school
teachers leave their books
at home for one day to give
a lecture about self-image.
Writing letters to your friends,
is starting to get trendy again.
Advertisements encourage to
look after one another. We’re
slowly getting the humanity

of communication back, but
we still have a long way to go.
Take one look at the people
at a train station and you’ll
know that this is true. Great
chance that ninety per cent is
looking down at their phones.
Maybe next time, you’ll be that
person who’s enjoying the
sun with closed eyes. Or even
better, you’ll compliment the

girl next to you on her outfit.
I can ensure you that this will
make her look up from her
phone. She will appreciate it
and maybe she will even let
out a smile.

text elsa van dam
media roos vlaar
graphics renate voss

1983

1964

1870

The first ever portable mobile phone came
into the picture.

In this year the world’s first commercial
mobile phone service became operational.

First telephone invented; device designed to
transmit sounds through an electric cable;
distance communication started.

1990’s
The World Wide Web was formed, web
browsers emerged and email became
prevalent.

This changed communication drastically. You
could call whoever you wanted at any time at
any place.

2007
Looks of portable mobile phones were getting
sleeker and in 2007 the first smartphone with
a touchscreen was introduced by LG.

2000’s
From then on, we are very much aware of
all the improvements mobile phones have
made. They became central in our lives and
nowadays we can hardly imagine life without
them.

With our phone in our pocket, we have the
possibility to always be connected.
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Staff interview
Bastian Pfleging.
Bastian Pfleging, the new squad leader of smart mobility! Well, new? He
has been around here for a while now, but we did not have the chance to
properly introduce him to you, however, we want to make it up to you with
an extensive two spread interview. Expect to read about his past, his view
on automotive, his intriguing view on research and the drink you should buy
him on a Thursday, in case you need the extra points ;)
Little side note: You might think, I do not care about cars and mobility at
all, well, don’t be too judgemental about it, this squad offers a lot more than
just that. Keep on reading and reshape your opinion.
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WHO, WHAT, HOW?
Bastian is originally graduated as a Computer
Scientist at TU Dortmund where he first
identified Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) as a very interesting sub field during
his Master thesis. After graduating, he joined
the Albrecht Schmidt group at the University
of Duisburg-Essen. “I worked in a research
group, we looked into different aspects of HCI.
One of my colleagues was already involved
in the interaction within cars, which I found
very interesting.” Since their group manager
got a position at the University of Stuttgart,
the group members had to decide where to
continue their PhD. “I decided to move with

them, but in the meantime, I found working
abroad quite interesting, so I found a nice
opportunity at the BMW Technology Office in
California, and eventually I moved there. I did
some automotive research over there, which
was especially related to identifying trends
and finding nice companies and ideas for
future vehicles.” This experience has shaped
the upcoming years of Bastian’s research,
which was focused on interfaces for cars.
When he came back to Stuttgart, he completed
his PhD thesis and went to LMU Munich as a
postdoc. He stayed there until he joined TU/e
in October 2018.

“One of the important things is of course to educate people
in the best way we can and to conduct excellent research.
At the same time I think it is also important to show the
opportunities that you can have once you’re done as a
student.”
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WELCOME TO OUR DEPARTMENT!

THE ADAPTIVE MOBILITY SQUAD

During the interview, I quickly felt that
Bastian is here for more than just teaching.
With his experience in teaching, coaching
and collaborating with students, supervising
final theses, writing papers, going to
conferences and organizing conferences,
Bastian is knowledgeable and able to share
his knowledge with students. Because of his
research-related background, Bastian knows
what it takes to publish research. This is also
one of the things he stimulates highly during
projects. “With my FBP and FMP students, the
outcome is ideally something we can publish.
It would be nice to think about the kind of
steps necessary in terms of conducting the
research after your design project.”

The squad works with clients who are
big shareholders in their markets, like NS
(Nederlandse Spoorwegen), Daimler, Inalfa and
Lightyear. Every semester they look for new
collaborations, to keep the offer diverse. At the
moment they are looking into a collaboration
with BMW. “We are even looking for some kind
of exchange, that you can really go and visit
the clients and experience their environment.”

This is especially interesting when you are
considering a PhD position, you can really
experience what it is to publish a paper and
you can talk to other researchers about it
which might give you new insights to consider
when choosing your future.
So even if you are not particularly interested
in the topic of smart mobility, there is a lot
more to learn on the topic of conducting and
publishing research. Next to that, the squad
is much more than automotive interfaces but
focuses on our experience with future mobility
in general. It is a particularly good squad to be
in when you are thriving for change. “We spend
so much time in our cars, so if you really want
to influence things and come with novel ideas
for the future, this is the right place for you.”

Looking at the resources they have now, the
car is kind of the central point, however,
they are looking into other directions as
well. For example, the case of NS, where they
are exploring how to support or improve
navigation around the train station. As a
student, you don’t have to feel limited to the
presented opportunities since there is room to
form your own direction as well.
When asked ‘What is the most unique thing
about the adaptive mobility squad?’, Bastian
says:
“One of the nice things is that you can really
try things out, like with the driving simulator
or the mobility lab. The mobility lab gives
you the opportunity to test things in real life
because you can really get on the road and test
with users. I think this is a unique aspect of
our squad.”
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THE FUTURE OF MOBILITY
When asked about the future of mobility,
Bastian emphasizes the shift from cars as a
product and status symbol, to mobility as a
service. “Predictions say that if you combine
automatic driving, electric vehicles and also
car sharing, you can replace up to 42 vehicles
by just one. This creates a completely new
view on mobility, you can do different things
in a car. This will create the idea of mobility
as a service, which is a promising idea. It is
the same case that we experience with music.
Nowadays, most people don’t really care about
physically owning music, but they pay for a
service to have permanently everywhere in
the world access to music. I can imagine that
the same happens to driving, that you don’t
own your cars anymore. However, this has an
impact on the way we arrange our lives. If we
all have an 8 to 5 working day, the demand for

cars will be particularly high on certain time
slots, so we might have to be more flexible in
our working hours.”
As you can read, besides racing his (mountain)
bike, enjoying nature or visiting new places,
Bastian is a passionate researcher. His view
on mobility combined with his passion for
research makes him an interesting and
knowledgeable squad leader. Even when you
have no passion for automotive or mobility
yourself, you still have the opportunity to
create impact and learn about the research
possibilities. And coming back to the drink,
he enjoys a good cocktail, a fruitier one with
fresh juices, however, when encountering
inexperienced bartenders, a cold beer is always
a good fallback solution.

Tekst loes voermans
Media rick van de ven
Graphics joris laenen

CUBE
become an intern at Cube design labs

CUBE CALLS*
Nature – design

Design for an ageing society
Design for Death

Open Cube Call
How can you bring about
change? What kind of future
would you like to design for?
More information:
cubedesignmuseum.nl/
inresidence
*starting from September 2019

gesubsidieerd door de Provincie Limburg

EFFENAAR
FRI 10 MAY

NATHAN BALL

Dreamy indie-folk for the likers of Ben Howard and The War On Drugs.
WED 22 MAY

BAD RELIGION

Only Dutch show of these true punk heroes.
SUN 26 MAY

JACCO GARDNER'S SOMNIUM
Jacco takes you on a sonic trip through a psychadelic landscape.
WED 29 MAY

DANIEL ROMANO

A musical cameleon with extraordinary songwriting skills.
SUN 9 JUN

RALPH VAN RAAT
SPEELT RADIOHEAD
All Radiohead classics on piano.
SUN 16 JUN

ST. PAUL
& THE BROKEN BONES

Soulsensation from England, with a white singer who sounds like
the reincarnation of Otis Redding.

PLAY THE AR ESCAPE ROOM
Bookings: https://ar-galaxies.com/escape-room/strings-of-life/
Students get a 20% discount with discount code SmartUNiD
Check our website for the complete program
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Leisure

Realizing
Realizing
futuristic
futuristic
realities
realities

“It is very cool that
we can test during our
events”
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Effenaar
Curious to discover the future of live acts, performances and music and
situated in a tech-focused region, pop venue the Effenaar initiated Smart
Venue. As part of Smart Venue, Effenaar collaborates with many partners
on projects exploring new technologies.
Project manager Stephanie van den Hurk
explains, “We work on prototyping, testing
and see how visitors react. It is very cool that
we can test during our events.” Smart Venue
connects different parties, facilitates with
equipment, space and knowledge and brings
new ideas to life in demos.
Emotional brain waves
“We mainly focus on virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR). We also work with
sensors. It’s often seen by musicians who work
with different sensors to control their music.
It’s not a new technique, but sensor
applications such as gloves and MIDI controllers change the musician’s performance on
stage.” Related to that, Smart Venue works with
sensors focused on biofeedback. “For example, in collaboration with TNO, we worked on
monitoring brain waves and heart rate to get
insights in emotions.”
A new direction is 4D filming. “Within half a
year we will have the possibility of a green
screen studio in which you can film full circle.
It can be used for building up a library of objects or artists performing at the other side of
the world, you name it.”
Flying dinosaurs
Stephanie elaborates on their collaboration
partners, splitting it up in three main groups.
Smart Venue did numerous projects with
musicians, both individual artists as well as
pop bands. “We worked with three bands from
this region but now are also starting to work
with ‘The Overslept’, a nationally known band.
With one band we worked on a scannable
record sleeve out of which the band would
pop up in 3D, playing music. During their live
performance, we realized a scannable backdrop out of which a life-size dinosaur would fly

through the venue.”
Via Brainport, a lot of different companies
come to the Effenaar. “The companies come to
explore the possibilities of new technologies
and see how it can strengthen their company.”
Via network events with talks and demos, they
can experience the field of virtual and augmented reality.
“A third focus group are students working on
different design cases.” As part of the Transformative and Inclusive practices squad at our
faculty, it is possible to work on design cases
from the Effenaar. Students are now working
on a case from Warner Music focused on the
branding of streaming. Previously, two graduate students (Fontys, NHTV) collaborated with
Dutch Rose Media to develop the AR escape
room ‘Strings of Life’, a mystery about the
death of Elvis and the ‘27 Club’.
The future Effenaar might look way different
than we know it now. “I think it will be quite futuristic. After mobile phones were introduced,
the use became normal very quickly, I think
the same is going to happen to VR and AR.”
So, in the future, we might put in some lenses
when arriving at the pop venue and immerse
ourselves in a whole new augmented experience at the Effenaar.

The AR escape room ‘Strings of Life’ is open
for public, students get a 20% off with discount
code: ‘SmartUNiD’. It can be booked via:
ar-galaxies.com

text emmie knoester
media yvonne bruin
graphics anne jenster
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BEN JIJ AL LIT?
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BEN JIJ AL LIT?
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We know!

Where to go?
Do you also always find out about cool events after they have
passed? Well, from now on you just have to check out these
venues and events and you will be the one telling your friends
they missed an interesting or cool event again.

Vintage Philips Weekend
Every once in a while, the Philips
Museum displays Philips collector
objects. You can play MSX- and
VideoPac Games or enjoy vintage
tube radios, pick-up-players, hi-fi
equipment and many more. While
you’re there, you can check out the
rest of the museum, for example,
the Space Age Design exhibition.
Price: € 9,Reserve: Recommended

STRP Festival
“During STRP Festival 2019 you
will meet artists and activists,
thinkers and doers, who focus
primarily on imagination, and
as such are able to give shape
to inspiring alternatives. For 10
days you will be immersed in
visual art, exciting technological
perspectives, performances,
lectures and open discussions.”

6-4 and 7-4

Price: € 12,- (All week exposition),
€ 27,50 (Conference & Dialogue
day ticket student)
Location: Klokgebouw, Eindhoven

Philips. (2015, 6 oktober).

English comedy night
Fancy a laugh? Need a break
from studying? Go to the English
comedy night at the HUB, where
two pro-stand-up comedians will
make you laugh and forget about
your project stress!

until 7-4

Price: € 10,- (Early bird), € 14,(Normal)
Location: The Hub Eindhoven
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Cube Design Museum
The Cube Design Museum has
currently an exhibition about the
controversial concept ‘LUXE?’ The
ending stream of raw materials
and poverty around the world
might make you think if luxury can
be sustained. After this exhibition,
there will be an exhibition
running concerning ‘Nature’. This
exposition shows the 62 most
surprising design innovations to
save the earth, of the last 3 years.
Price: € 12,50 (Regular)

Luxe: until 14-4
Nature: 10-5 until 19-1-2020

Design Icons
Do you also love the vintage look
of this UNiD? Well, then you might
like the Design Icons vintage fair,
where 75 vintage resellers will
display known and unknown iconic
designer furniture. For example,
designs of Eames.
Price: € 10,- (Sat) € 5,- (Sun)
Location: De Kromhouthal,
Amsterdam
Reserve: No

6-4 and 7-4

12-4
Library Eindhoven
Visuele aantekeningen/
Sketchnotes.
12-4
Lucid
Studio tour.
11-4
Library Eindhoven
Stress, burn-out, what’s it all
about?
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Pakhuis de Zwijger
With a wide range of events such
as films, music, meetups, and
interesting presentations, there
is always an event that suits
your interest. Every two months,
there is a ‘Design Matters’ as well
as a ‘Dutch Design Daily live’
event where different designers,
producers, and other relevant
guests give interesting talks. Their
work concerns: social design,
sustainability, innovation, and
education. Check their website for
upcoming events and dates.
The events focus on the following
fields: Politics, culture, urban
agriculture, care and work, design
and photography.

8-4 until 19-4
and until 1-3-2021
VAN ABBE MUSEUM
The Van Abbe Museum renews
its exhibitions every once in a
while. From the 8th to 19th of April
2019, research will be done as well
as workshops will be given on
plastics in art. A longer exhibition
(until the 1st of March 2021) will
be a museum area made into
an experimental multisensory
museum. This experience might
be interesting to find new ways
to evaluate materials, objects or
spaces. Interesting fact: One of the
designers of the exhibition is blind.

26-4
Lucid
Kingsday drink.

Price: Free, donation.
Date: See website for coming
events
Reserve: Just to be sure :)

Price: € 6,- (Student/City pass of
municipality Eindhoven)
Reserve: No
29-4
Lucid
DJ contest.

10-5 until 12-5
Lucid
Lucid weekend.
8-5
Lucid
Workshop hacking by Calco.

Fibre-Fixed (Composites in Design)
The Fibre-Fixed exhibition shows a
broad selection of design projects
with composite materials. Find out
what is possible when fibres are
combined with (bio)plastics, and
form fibre reinforced composite
materials. These new designs are
part of challenges like ecological
impact, sustainability, mobility and
more.
Price: € 2,- (age 19-26), € 8,- (adult)
Location: Jan Breydelstraat 5, 9000
Gent, Belgium

3-5
Lucid
Vogue voor de leden.
until 21-04
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Netherlands<> Bauhaus
- pioneers of a new world
With almost 800 objects, this
until 26-5
exhibition provides a unique
insight into the inspirational
interactions between the
Netherlands and the Bauhaus.
Bauhaus is the name of a
revolutionary art and design school
whose influence can still be felt.
If you plan on visiting, reserve a
tablet for the interactive digital
plan (Bauhaus-app) (free), for more
20-5 until 25-5
background information.
Dutch Technology Week
Price: € 8,75 (Student)
Location: Boijmans van
Beuningen

TedXDelft
6-6

24-5
Lucid
Lucid gala.
23-5
Plugged Festival TU/e

22-5

Energy Now
Energy Now is a yearly event
organized by Team Energy from
the TU/e. This year’s congress is
about ‘Smart Energy Distribution’.
Topics as the internet of energy,
smart grids, decentral power
storage, and local energy exchange
will be covered.
Price: € 10,- (Student)
Location: Evoluon, Eindhoven
Reserve: Yes

EHV Innovation Cafe
EHV Innovation Café is a weekly
mix and match gathering. The
interesting programs concern
the fields of Technology and
Design.
Price: Free
Location: Kazerne, Eindhoven
Date: Every Thursday
Reserve: No

text ramon schollaardt
media raquel kuperus
graphics ilse faber
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Are you
fit to
B.E.U.N.?

Building Epic Universal Necessities
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In Dutch to “beun” something
means to “crudely build stuff” or
“quickly fix something to get the
job done”. So ideally, you could
“beun” a prototype together in
Vertigo or “beun” your bike so that
it functions (barely) because you
don’t have the right spare parts.
In essence, it’s like DIY using the
most basic building materials
available to you at a given moment.
Since we Industrial Designers love a bit of
quick and dirty prototyping and smart, simple
and effective solutions – it is only fitting that
we have an entire committee dedicated to
those kinds of tasks; namely the “Building Epic
Universal Necessities” or “B.E.U.N.” Committee.
Started this year by Lucid board member Tjeu
van Bussel, the B.E.U.N.committee comprises
of seven enterprising individuals that love
a bit of DIY and rapid prototyping. Together,
they help the Lucid board and the committees
within Lucid to build stuff they might need;
from tables for music festivals to emergency
water dispensers.

Chairman of the committee, Thijs Baselmans,
says “The committee usually meets up on
Tuesdays to discuss projects and plan out
builds, which are all usually done in Vertigo.
Our most recent project includes the tables we
made for the Conduct festival out of oil drums
and wood”. Additionally, the high tables that
are at Lucid were renovated by the committee
too; giving them a nice lick of polish and fixing
all the wiggles and wobbles.
Speaking about his favourite experience
he says “When we were back in Laplace we
needed a water dispenser during the final few
weeks before the move to Atlas. We thought it
would be a straight forward project at first, but
it turned out to be quite a challenge and we
had to make some last-minute fixes – we all
had a lot of fun along the way though!”
Thijs joined the committee because he felt it
was relevant for everyone, especially at ID –
since we all need to be able to fix things and
it therefore, it has helped him with projects
for courses too. In the future, the B.E.U.N.
committee hopes to collaborate with other
committees and bring to life their building
aspirations. They also hope to host some
workshops soon so that we can all learn to
become better “beunhazen”!

text vimukthi gunatilleke
media veerle teigeler
graphics anne jenster
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Farewell

LAPLAce

What a day/evening! Whether you had a day
ticket and participated in one of the workshops
before you partied the night away, or you just
joined in the evening for the festival, everyone
will agree that the whole event was a fitting
farewell to Laplace. The Conduct committee
deserve all our thanks for organising,
decorating and executing such a fun night to
remember.
Laplace was transformed into a psychedelic
jungle, with pictures of good times over the
four years the Industrial Design faculty was in
the building. The Lucid Bar was decorated with
vintage lamps and rugs and supplied electronic

beats throughout the evening, everything about
the room oozed with nostalgia.
The main stage was in the basement, where
techno beats filled the room. The basement
stage had an excitement within it, looking
forward to the new era that the faculty was
about to dive into. Hundreds of partiers, from
many different faculties, danced throughout
the night, spending their tokens and enjoying
the atmosphere. We spoke to some of the
reminiscent Industrial Design students about
things that they’ll miss about Laplace and what
their thoughts are of experiencing the rest of
their studies in Atlas.
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Kim and Anne
I love that Laplace is just one floor and I will miss that you could
just walk around in one go and just see everyone at once. There
was a great feeling of community in Laplace, I will also really
miss the trash. I am going to miss the disabled toilet, it was the
OG toilet, Atlas has so many toilets but not a bidet, I mean I only
used it accidentally but it was fun, it once squirted in my friend’s
eye.
Jay and Josefine
Laplace has an antique vibe and a certain charm that Atlas
doesn’t have because it’s all modern and empty and designy.
There is also too much exercise in Altas, the two floors here
were great. The best thing about Atlas is that there are six taps at
the bar, the new lucid does have the same ambience of this bar.

Olivier
I will only miss Lucid being
in Laplace, it is a really
important place for me and I
have a lot of great memories
there. Particular highlights
were the token drink.
Oktoberfest and other big
parties. In the end, it’s about
the people, not the place or
the bar.

text eilis kinsella
media armando rodriguez pérez & bart bolluijt
graphics iris camps
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UNiD magazine is a design magazine brought to you
three times a year with article topics ranging from
extensive interviews with designers to opinionated or
research pieces. It is made by students from Industrial
Design and study association Lucid at Eindhoven
University of Technology. Our goal is to gather valuable
knowledge and information from inside and outside the
faculty and communicate this to students while also
reaching out to others interested in the field of design.
The committee simulates a professional editorial office
where teams of writers, graphics, media and pr work
tightly together to realize a high-quality magazine.

Lucid is the study association that supports the Industrial
Design students at Eindhoven University of Technology
in their studies. Lucid organises activities focussed on
education, career and leisure. Ranging from workshops,
creative activities, brainstorms, excursions, parties and
much more, Lucid is practically up for anything! It is our
goal to support as many members as possible. Therefore,
we are in contact and collaborate with experts in our
department, alumni of Industrial Design and a wide range
of companies.
cover design Alain van de Ven
media Bart Bolluijt and Rick van de Ven
model Tyana Hendriksma

